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Fair weather tomorrow except
cloudiness in afternoon. High today between 59 and 6.3, low 35 to
41. Yesterday’s high 63 degrees;
low 50.
No immediate rain predicted.
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ampus Blood Drive
hort; Said Success

of rolled fler a full day
dews. worried expres.
blood pressure counts
lantiseptie odors, the an campus
1 Selalt Pereira
ilI drive came to a halt
terdayseven pints short

1 year’s total.
students gave 121 pints of

ke Sales
ill Start
ednesday
die Magazine, campus feature
ication, will go on sale at 7:15
esday morning at six posts
ighout the campus, according
Editor Mike Johnson.
boson said this is the first
the fall semester staff has
nut its second issue before the
tmas vacation. Each staff
ishes only two issues.
’The Revolting Issue," the
edition of Lyke this semeswas a sellout, Johnson said.
e coming issue contains apmately the same balance of
on and fast articles, with the
tinnal Lyke Doll and Lyke
erne for this issue is "The
e Before Christmas," and is
standard 56-page size. Price
is 25 cents. Johnson said 3500
es are being printed.
dies attractions

blood to last year’s 128. The quota
set was 200 pints.
Drive officials said they expected far less than the announced
total. They termed the drive a
success.
From 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,
the Student Union was turned
Into a makeshift hospital by the
American Red Cross. One side
of the building was used for
checking out would-be donors.
The other half, closed in by
screens, served as a donation
center.
The Air Force ROTC was
termed the "largest, most well organized" group donor by one of
the n u rses in attendance. The
members lined up and were
checked by their own officers before giving blood.
Coffee and doughnuts were
served donors-in-waiting throughout the day.
The drive was organized and
handled on campus as a Community Service Committee project
Dianne Fammatre was drive chairman and Karen Kralovansky was
publicity chairman.
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wp Election Draws179
First Day Voters
one polling place the Outer Quad.
S /X prospective candidates failed
to turn in their petitions and were
declared ineligible to run as writein candidates.
They are Doni Holden, Judy
Frantz, Richard Estill, Robert
Benitez, Michael Atwell and RodAn early count by election of- ney Diridon.
Officials said freshmen cast 64
ficials showed that 179 students
votes; sophomores, 52; juniors, 32;
cast votes yesterday.
This contrasted meekly with and seniors, 31.
last year’s first day turnout of
596 voters. Last year’s first-day
vote was termed "light" by officials.
The polls will remain open uni,i
4 this afternoon.
Alexander, in charge of elec.

A
"surprisingly" large
number of Spartans turned
out to vote for ASB officers
in the first day of the December election, Student Court
Chief Justice Jerry Alexander reported late yesterday.

CHOOSING THEIR LEADERSSJS students
went to the polls yesterday to cast 179 ballots
for ASB officers. The election closes today at 4.
Polling booths are located in the Outer Quad.

TCohiBldergeinn’astPll0aay.m.

Class officers, representatives and Student
Court justices are running on the ballot. Several
candidates are running without opposition.

Yell Position Aspirants
To Hear Duties at Meet

"Greensle,
play
written for children from six to
12 years, will be presented again
tomorrow in the Studio Theater,
spun, at 10 a.m., 1 and 3 p.m.
Directed by John R. Kerr, the
play stars Ray Baptista as "Green sleeves," the stranger who comes
to the mythical kingdom and
breaks a spell of no dancing, no
singing and no laughing.
Also to be seen in the original
play by Marian Jonson. are Benny
Shelton, Carol Rose, Susan Fincher and Alicia Rodrigues.

Students will help select the
A meeting kir all yell lea 11
ers and song girl applicant - .sing and yell yeaders by attend!mg the tryouts and voting for
will be held Tuesday at 7 ’heir choices. The Rally Commit with
Hick
p.m. in TH1 7
’e and five faculty members will
the final srlortion.
Goss, head yell leader. and
Sheila O’Brian, head
girl, explaining the dutii-

JS Art Building Facilities Tour
eatures Newly-Opened Gallery

Gil Gillpie, a 32-year-old
senior radio-TV major from
Alberta, Canada, won the 550
Dr. Dorothy Katteher Oral
Reading Award contest yesterday sy it Ii his Andy Griffith-like
interpretation of R i c Is a r d

PHYLLIS MACKALL
Art and \tusk Editor

Christmas Spirit
Tito, annual Christmas party
with a basket full of food, toys,
ch)thes and a Santa Claus for
a needy San Jose family will he
given Wednesday by Magnolia
Manor, 580 S. Sixth St.
The Christmas party for the
needy family is the main project of the year for the %l linen’s
living center.

may be dimmed or increased for
note -taking in slide-lectures.
(The art gallery and life drawire settling into the
ing studio also have special
ding now. It will be a
lighting arrangements.)
Seats recently arrived for the
year before we are comlecture hall, and a two-machine
ely settled," noted John
projection booth is planned, as is
a V-angle screen for comparison
French, head of the Art
slide showing.
rtment. in a recent tour
SAVINGS TOLD
le lOss \ rt Building.
Interior decoration studio tables,
jewelry lab cabinets, drawing lab
veral of the building’s 34
"donkeys," lockers, drying racks
mom -studios now are being
for prints, cabinets, and other furby other departments; next
niture was designed by instrucseven will he relinquished to DEVELOPING ’ATMOSPHEh
by San Quentin indepartments, he said. He
Dr. French said an "art af ’s- tors and made
I. "More than half of the of. phere" is being developed
the mates.
"There is considerable saving
space in this building is being building through hall exhi,,its.
Dr. French
by other departments."
The art history lecture hall, a when this is done,"
e outstanding feature of the small room, has lighting %%hit 11 said. "The final cost was way bellow the amount allocated for the
equipment."
4 "Almost none of our furniture
is of the regular art department
type," he noted. "We went to industry for it." The tops of design tables may be tilted to almost any angle.
There is an English press for
etchings and collographs and a
"Lazy Luey," a new machine
which acts as enlarger and reducer. casting an image for tracing on a ground glass.
One second floor art education
is furnished
wing classroom
with colorful fiberglass furniture
and another with heavy wooden
furniture found in a typical elementary classroom. students work
under conditions they will find in
elementary schools.
There seems to he a friendly
rivalry among the professors about
decorating their spacious offices.
They have abhieved attractive interiors by using simple articles
and their own works. Many have
easels set, up in their offices. An
outstandingly decorated office is
that of Mrs. Gladys Vogelman and
James Lovera, assistant professors
of art.
ALPURPOSE DONKEYThese "donkeys" which Carole Gillin
Even though the building, like
Moreland Stevens are using in the Art Department’s drawing
any new building, has some "bugs"
--doorknobs which stick or were
, ern designed by art instructors a year ago. Thirty were
placed on backwards and a blower
" on campus and tested. They proved to be so successful
d were made
rnore
system which did not function
at San Quentin. When placed lengthwise,
onlEpy" becomes a bench; standing, it can be used as an
"we squash one a day," Dr.
el,
French said.
building is its art gallery. SJS
was the first state college to have
one, Dr. French said.
Ht. also praised the ample
storage space ln the building,
and its color scheme, which was
done by professional color consultants in San Francisco.
There is a room for storage of
art history slides. Dr. French
called this "a wonderful change
from the old building." Showcases
soon will be placed in the r .mn
hall to display the slides show,, in
lectures, he said.

the candidates.
Applications are available at !:
Student Union, the Rally Comm.,
tee has announced. Preparations
are being made for tryouts for
the positions early next semester.
Applications may be obtained
from Mrs. Dorothy King, Student
Union secretary.
Preliminary elections are set
for Feb. 10 and final tryouts will
be Feb. 11.
A series of weekly workshops
will be held in January for the
applicants. Workshops are set for
Jan. 7:14 and 19. All workshops
will bot7in at 7 p.m

Christmas
Concert Set
For Sunday
The Music Department’s
annual Christmas Concert
will be presented Sunday
afternoon at 3 in Concert
hail. The concert will be
free and open to the public.
The program will begin
with Vivaldi’s "Concerto in C Major for Two Trumpets and Orchestra." The San Jose State Symphony Orchestra will be conducted
by Dr. W. Gibson Walters, professor of music; trumpet soloists will
be Ned Spina and Phillip Strong.
The A Cappella Choir, directed
by Professor of Music William Erlendson, then will join with the
Symphony Orchestra in the first
local performance of Vivaldi’s
"Gloria Mass." The performance
will be conducted by Professor Erlendson.
Soloists will monde sopranos
Glenda Parker and Jo !inlander,
and contralto Barbara Johnson.
The "Gloria ’Mass" was discovered in the 1930s. Ills scored
for chorus and an orchestra
composed of strings, paired
oboes, trumpets and organ.
Traditionally the "Gloria" is the
second of the five sting portions of
the Catholic Mass. It is thought,
however, that this score was written for independent performances
and that it is not an excerpt from
a larger work.
There are 12 sub-sections in the
score. They are:
Gloria; Et in terra pax; Laudamus te; Gratias agimus tibi;
Propter magnam; Dominc Deus;
Domine Fill; Domine Deus, Agnus
Dei; Qui tollis; Qui series; Quoniam to gains; and Cum Sanctum
Spiri t u.

K

aucher Wm
For ’Carmen

Ryan’s comic narration of the
opera, "Carmen."
Gillespie’s put-on drawl and timing brought laughter at every
turn, but the two other humorous
readings and three serious selections gave Gillespie, the third consecutive male winner of the hi -annual speech prize, a run for his
money.
Also in the light vein was Bill
Purkiss’ "Sergeant Prishibeyev"
and Betsy Rainbow’s "Mr. Kaplan’s Dark Logic." Dramatic presentations were given by Yvonnr
Jackson’s
"The
Fly,"
"John
Brown’s Body," read by Luis Miguel Valdez. and Merle Oshorn’s
"Joan of Arc."
Judges for the award were Dr.
Esther Shephard, professor emeritus of English; Dr. Friench Simpson, professor of English; and Dr.
Edward Minium, professor of psychology.
Dr. Kaucher quipped, while presenting the award, that Gillespie
might soon be "taking the part of
’Chester’ in Gunsmoke" due to his
realistic southern twang.

The small number of candidates
running a gainst opposition
caused him to label the elections
"slek" earlier in the week,
Because of the expected light
vote, only two sites were planned
for voting. A later decision by officials combined the two sites into

ew Union
Ready Soon

The nem. temporary Student Activities Building may he ready for
occupancy by the end of the week,
John H. Amos, superintendent of
buildings and grounds, said yesterday.
The painters are putting the
1 finishing touches to the former
I apartment house at 315 S. Ninth
Sthta.,t arendmaftInsoorofvatrhneishreinn
gnovisatiaolni
project.
Should the alterations take
Ammadose added, :ee
I
tSi
arty ’
i Christmas recess.
Everybody’s getting in the act! 1 The present Student Union, the
Spartan Spurs, the Independent former Carnegie Library, probably
Men’s Council, several sororities will be torn down "soon after the
and Spartan classes are collecting! first of the year" to make way for
gifts for the Santa Clara County , the new ,ix -story library wing.
1Jail prisoners.
Toys, and women’s and children’s clothing can be turned in
to the Student Union through
Monday. Boxes labeled "Spurs"
will be provided.
A party for the county prisoners will he given by contributing groups Dec. 19, The IMC
Is purchasing stockings and cigarettes to be given to the m, n
They will also pick up farniii..
:niors graduating in Febof prisoners to take them to it,
invited to

G rou s an
, iomr.e t, , , ,i mber.
G

February
Grads Get
Tea Invite

party.

Spurs, Alpha Chi Omega, Kappa
Delta, and sophomore class are donating $15 food cartons; the freshman class is contributing money:
Chi Omega and Delta Gamma
have collected toys; and the IMC
is buying men’s gifts.
"Students or groups who wish
to contribute toys and clothing
will be welcome," Skip Minchin,
IMC county iriil party chairman,
said.

Tomorrow’s Fete
Features Combo

The Delrays, a combo featuring
saxophone, piano, guitar and
drums, led by drummer Bill Rude.
will entertain at a party held
tomorrow night from 9 to 1 in
the Student Union.
The party, sponsored by the
Freshman Class and open to all
interested students, will feature
games, dancing and refreshments.
The admission will be 50 cents
for singles and 75 cents for
couples.

world wire
IKE PROrosi s
tiNTROLLi
DISARMAMENT"
NEW DELHI Ill
President Lisenhower yesterday
worried India that the United States wants most of all, controlled
armament; but stands ready to defend its friends against Red Chit
"alien philosophy and great military might."
The 600-member Indian Parliament erupted 14 times in appl.,
as Eisenhower urged "in the name of humanity" an end to suspi,,
aggression and armed force lest the world come to "annihilation
race suicide." Controlled universal disarmament is the need of
time, he said.
13 CAUGHT; 7 REMAIN FREE
ROANOKE, Va. tUPDPolice and the FBI ringed central
ginia and searched likely hideaways yesterday for the last seven t .
tives in a band of 20 convicts who escaped from a prison for incur:
ibles.
FREE BRIEFLY; BUT YANK RECAPTURED
HAVANA, Cuba Writ -American soldier-of-fortune Frank Austin Young, 38, was recaptured by Cuban authorities yesterday, a scant
36 hours after he broke out of a Pinar Del Rio jail cell in an effort
to avoid serving a 30-year sentence.
Young’s glib tongue apparently led to his downfall. Army intelligence officers, who seized the Miamian in a Havana hotel room, said
their first tip on his whereabouts came from a taxi driver who ti
driven Young from Pinar Del Rio to Havana and to whom Yoh,.
had confided his future plans.

ruary have been
attend a reception -tea at the
home of Pres. John T. Wahl (mist January 24 from 2 to
p.m.. it was announced at
the Senior Class meeting held
last Tuesday.

Further information on the reception-tea will be available after
Christmas vacation, according to
Barbara Walden, senior class publicity chairman.
Senior Banquet plans were
discussed at the meeting and
seniors are being surged to bring
their parents to the affair. Tentative plans have the event,
which was cancelled last year,
slated to precede Baccalaureate.
Any senior interested in representing the class at Sparta Camp
is urged to attend the next class
meeting Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in
J6. The class has been invited to
send a representative to the camp
and the class council will nominate
a senior for the post at the
meeting.
Senior women will be photo.
graphed in dark sweaters rather
than caps and gowns for this
year’s La Torre, stated the pub.
licity chairman. Men are asked
to wear suits for their pictures.

SPARTAN S A
11
Adele Mistletoe,
the most popular
gal on campus, had
so many men chums
that she couldn’t
buy them all Xmas
presents and have
enough cash left
co- cokes and all
the other necessities.
She came down to
R/A in tears and
we solved her
problem easily.
Dunhill aftershave lotion and
cologne. Refreshing!

ROOS

EOM

a

1
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Editorial

Vote Idea Good, But .

editor’s report

Jim Adams

hat will prevent an organized group Hill Gives Mid-semester Progress Report
In Student Council action last Tuesday,
a recommendation was passed that students from "packing the vote" to get their friends
ASB Pres. Rich 11111 released a mid -semester report last week In
have an "indirect voice" in choosing song in position? There is indeed talent in the which he outlined progress-and lack of proLress-since he took over
organized groups as there is among the in- the government here last May.
and yell leaders at San Jose State.
The "trial plan" consists of having a dependents. But the proposed system, as it
The 1400-word report describes 14 governmental projects in terms
primary election in Morris Dailey Audito- stands, would give organized groups an un- ranging from "outstanding progress’ to "unsatisfactory" and "a sore
the’
exploit
rium during the tryouts. Students interested fair advantage if they choose to
thumb."
Fly
in swing for the candidates loophole. The door is there and can be That last Is the label put on
easily.
opened
IS the
student government efforts toward
would present their student body
Perhaps narrowing the field of yell - more school spirit. President Hill,
Ointment cards. listen to the groups, and
states that no matter how hard
then vote on those they consider best. From leader and song girl candidates by an im- student
leaders work in this area,
Put on
this then narrowed group, the Rally Com- partial faculty group and the Election there are no results. He says this
or
three
two
to
Committee
Rally
is because SJS is a commuter colmittee, its ads iser and four faculty tnemBallot lege and states that things should
and then putting these on the gen.
hers would make the final selection.
pick up when the dormitories open.
eral election ballot is the answer.
The idea of the student body voting for
If the students are given a chance to Meanwhile, he says, student goshould work on estabthe leaders is appealing. BUT there is a fly choose their leaders, perhaps they will fol- vernment really
good extra-currilishing a
R.D.B. cular program and a stimulating
low them better.
in the ointment.

The Gay Life
p.m. and will continue tomorrow
and Monday evenings.
Across the Bay, another student
production, this one of "Kiss Me
Kate" will be presented by the
Drama Department of San Francisco State College at their Main
Theater. The show begins at 8:30
and runs tonight and tomorrow
evening.
*
*
*
Tonight’s A Cappella Choir
Festival at 8 at the San Jose
Chic Auditorium should prove
pleasant listening for choir enthusbusts. And for more Christmug music, the annual SJS
FOR FUN AND HEALTH
Christmas music program will
Bicycles for Rent
’ be given Sunday at 8:00 p.m. in
1435 The Alameda CY3-9766
the Concert Hall.
Seldom do we mention a motion
picture, but William Wyler’s production of "Ben Hur" is of such
ELECT
magnitude that we recommend it
to your viewing. This is the third
time the immortal story has come
to the screen, with Charlton Hesfor
ton in the leading role. Regular
engagement starts Dec. 23 at the
FROSH
Coronet, Geary Blvd. at 1st Ave.
Reserved seats are $2 to $3.75 for
REPRESENTATIVE
weekend evenings.
Put your ideas in action
*
*
*
with Bob!
Six special performances at the
War Memorial Opera House are

Merry, merry, nici ry is the gay
life of The City as every playhouse, theater, museum and night
club spruces up its spirits for the
Christmas season. And merry will
you be if you partake of some of
the Christmas festivity:
Henry James’ "Turn of the
Screw" is being produced by the
US Opera Workshop tonight at
Hertz Hall, UC in Berkeley. The
popular play will begin at 8:30

-

PAULS CYCLES

BOB BENITEZ

Absolutely
Emphatically
Positively
SAN REMO’s has the
BEST Pizza in town served in a gay Neapolitan atmosphere reminiscent of Old Italyfeast your eyes on
these mouth-watering choices available to you
= I Cheese, Tomato sauce, Olive oil
=2 Marinara, Oregano, Garlic, Tomato sauce, Olive oil
=3 Cheese and Anchovies
=4 Cheese and Mushrooms
=5 Cheese and Sausage
=6 Cheese and Salami
=7 Cheese and Chicken
=8 Cheese and Pepperoni
=9 Cheese and Linquisa
= 10 Cheese, Mushrooms, Sausage
= I I Cheese, Mushrooms, Sausage, Linguisa, Chicken,
Salami Pepperoni, (The Works!)

Make It A Date At

This Weekend

being planned for the Christmas
season. The San Francisco Ballet
will perform "Beauty and the
Beast" Dec. 19 and 20 at 2:30
p.m., and "The Nutcracker Suite"
Dec. 23, 26 and 27 at 2:30 and a
special morning performance Dec.
24 at 11 a.m. The Sherman Clay
Box Office has tickets from $2 to
$5.
*
*
*
Ever been looking for a "softlights and piano-music" type
place where you can order a big
charcoal broiled steak and eat
leisurely? Got just the place
for you. It’s right around the
Lamp Post Corner at the Hotel
Satiate Claire. The atmosphere is
reminiscent of the gay 90’s and
Ws just a very "cozy" place to
be on a cold wintery night.
*
*
*
Those twin theaters, the Geary
showing top
really
are
and Curran,
talent for the Christmas season.
"The Visit" starring the legendary
Lunts is at the Curran.
Next door, the Geary is currently showing Joan Fontaine in "Hillary," the first play by Don Mankiewicz. Oscar winner Fontaine
plays the title role in a situation
comedy mixed with suspense. The
locale is London and the cast is
mainly British. Performances continue nightly through Saturday,
Dec. 19.
*
*
*
Tip of the Week: William Inge’s
great Broadway success, "The
Dark at the Top of the Stairs"
which will be presented at the
Geary starting Dec. 21, promises
to be the highlight of the San
Francisco Theater season. Ella
Kasan is producing the road production of the two-seasons-onBroadway play. Joan Blondell has
the leading role as Lottie Lacey.
with Peggy Richards and Mark
Miller heading the cast.

San Remo’s

-Very little has been done (by the council) in stimulating the
academic environment here. A council committee is investigating the
possibility of extending library hours and studying student representation on the college Improvement of Instructions committee.
-Student leaders are cooperating with the administration in an
attempt to "shake loose" the $650,000 earmarked for a Student Activities building here. Little has been accomplished but Hill’s report
States that at the end of two years "we hope to have a new adequate
Union ... built either by the state or by the students."

It wasn’t the witching
It o u r. But at 8:15 p.m.
Wednesday night, a whole
pack of witches put a hex on
the "Bell, Book and Candle"
audience which lasted
through three entertaining

if sometimes slow-moving -acts.
The bewitching comedy is being
performed by the Clay M. Greene
Players and is continuing its run
tonight and tomorrow evening at
the University of Santa Clara
Theater. Tickets are $1.
SJS speech and drama majors
Mari-Lyn Henry and Carole Warren play the female roles with
Santa Clara students acting the
male parts.
Seating was In a three-sided
modified "in the round" arrangement. The setting was well adapted for the stage and the
actors did well in talking and
facing each side equally.
Miss Henry, portraying Gillian
Holroyd, witch by profession, was
about the unwitchiest witch who
never rode a broomstick. She acted too mechanically in the first
two acts but finally warmed up
in the third.
MISS WARREN CONVINCING
As a fantastically develish witch,
Miss Warren played Aunt Queenie, a giddy and tittering planner of
hockus-pokus. She was Impishly
convincing.
The John Van Druten plot
concerns a colony of witches
(the Hoiroyds) in New York
who have been living a happygo-witchy life before Milian puts
a spell on her upstairs. neighbor to make hhn fall in love

SAVING SOULS
-A special committee is expected to recommend basic changes
HARTFORD, Conn. (UPI) -No
in regard to ASB subcommittees. The council already has passed
one accuses the local group of the
legislation designed to draw its subcommittees closer and to improve
Connecticut Association of Boards
communications between the committees and the council.
of Education of throwing its monOther governmental areas in the report deal with personnel and ey around. Two years ago it was
given $25. It still has $17.74 of it.
self evaluation.
President Hill labeled the Personnel and Public Relations Committee programs "unsatisfactory" and blamed this on "poor planning."
The Executive Secretary is temporarily responsible for personnel
until a better program can be worked out and public relations is just
now getting under way.

Christmas Party Planned
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401 East Santa Clara St.
{3 blocks from Campus)

If hitting the books ever makes you drowsy, NoDoz is the fast wakerupper.
you need. NoDoz Stay Awake Tablets deliver an accurate amount
of safe stimulation to keep your mind and body alert during study and
exams. How? With caffeine -the same pleasant stimulant in coffee. But
non-hatitforming NoDoz is faster, handier, more reliable. Buy some and be in good company. Millions of times a year safe NoDoz helps
busy people keep alert and awake.
P.S. When you need NoDos,

NaDOZ,

the

probably Sc late. Play safe. Keep a supply handy.

safe

stay

awake

TELEVISION
BUY OR RENT
100 sets to

choose from

SUBSTANTIAL GUARANTEE
ON ALL SETS
No

repair or service charge on reniert

First Month’s Rent Can Be
Used as Down Payment
If You Decide to Purchase
LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS

TV Rentals Co,
Ono block south of Stir,
Cy i)
466 Meridian Rd.

America’s Most Beautiful Hof bran

Authentic Barvarian Food
Music Every Night
San Jose State’s FRED SOETJE
America’s greatest Rinky-Tink Piano stylirt
e

Billie Gallagher
on the piano

Die Rhinelander
Band

f‘
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BEHIND THE HEADL,L’NES

NAA’s On -Campus

Interviews December 14

you read of another advance in science ... whether it’s a space
vehicle streaking toward Venus or a submarine gliding beneath the polar ice.
These are the events that make headlines...but even as they are announced
to the world, engineers and scientists are
planning new and greater achievements
-and research shows them the way.
Scientific research always has had an important role at
North American Aviation. Today, research projects are
underway at more than 185 laboratories in the six North
American divisions. They encompass the full scope of modern science.
EARLY EVERY DAY

LAO

A cigarette’s place In research
Even the ordinary cigarette has a role in scientific research.
Scientists at the Aero-Space Laboratories, an organization
within North American’s Missile Division, use a burning cigarette in a still room to illustrate the difference between
laminar flow and turbulence in the boundary layer, the very
thin air space that lies along the outer skin of an aircraft or
missile. This research is part of a program to find ways to
protect missiles, satellites and space ships from burning when
they re-enter the earth’s atmosphere.

Let safe NODOz alert you
through study and exams!

Lighting is done effectively,
simply, and the New York
Cil
apartment setting is partial*
realistic and artistically (lone.
D
rector Robert Shea kept a ta
hold on his performers and the
et
_
result i s a charming evening of
witching entertainment fOl.

Old World Charm in Dining

74

Is air stiffer than steel?
Not all research has the headline appeal of a space ship
or nuclear power. For example, research engineers at the
Autonetics Division, which designs and manufactures spaceage navigation systems, found new and different ways of
building rotating bearings ...and found that air is stiffer than
steel for some purposes. Improved gyroscopes and magnetic
recordings were important results of this research.

Does studying for exams
make you want to zzz-zz-zz?

with her. Ile does,
and
than two weeks, idle in b.,
dues
This has all nimbi of
dlr.,
sequences, because
wItehrs
their powers when they
full it
love, ya know.
Supplying the comely
and the best performance relief
of ti
play -was Richard
Kobritz,
writer Sidney Redlitch,
who n
gins researching on
witches
ends up co-authoring a book ar
wit
one. Kobritz played hts
role of
"slob" to perfection from
mobil
a foot-long cigar to
sipping a bu
tie of liquor through a
straw.
Miss Henry’s bewitched
bor was played by John net
Newk
as publisher Shepherd
’lender%
He exhibited some fresh charm
ix
was too reserved in the
first
John Carniatu as Nieky, at
lien’s obnoxious 6’6" "little"
bs
ther who does tricks with a
eigg
ette holder, adds much to
keep ti
plot rolling.

tO/L141.).
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The annual Christmas Party for Christmas Program will include
music majors and minors will be some Christmas music, a reading
held Wednesday afternoon at 3:30 and carol singing.
in the faculty room of the Cafeteria. Refreshments will be served.
D
UNIFORM,
Inc.
S
&
According to Thomas E. Eagan,
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f-A special committee studying Aiew campus election procedures
may have recommendations ready to submit to the council "in a few
weeks." Last semester it was revealed that some poll officials were
stuffing the ballot boxes; this was attributed partly to the present
system of selecting poll officials.

13y JOANNE OSMAN
News Editor

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS:

Spaztan

JIM ADAMS. tolio.

academic environment-which he
says would lead to a self-developed
"college spirit."
But generally speaking, things
are going pretty well, according
to Hill’s report. Here are the highlights:
-The ASB Constitution and ByPRESIDENT HILL
laws Committee, headed by Sam
... things going pretty well
Obvegon, is making "outstanding
progress" and may have a revised constitution ready to put to a student vote by April 1.

Which Witch Is Which?
"Bell, Book" Answers All

Toward the conquest of Space
The Rocketdyne Division has designed and built the bulk
of today’s operating hardware in the high -thrust rocket field.
Explorer I, America’s first satellite, was boosted into orbit by
a Rocketdyne engine ... and three -fourths of the power for
Able IV-Atlas - man’s first attempt to reach toward another
planet -comes from liquid -propellant engines designed and
built by Rocketdyne. Researchers at Rocketdyne delve into

the chemistry of propellants, the physics ot engine components and what happens within them, ignition of fuels, Lunibustion of fuels, and the transfer of heat.
2000 mph manned weapon system
The Los Angeles Division is the home of next -generation
manned weapon system, the Mach 3 5-70 Valkyrie strategic
bomber, and America’s first manned space vehicle, the
X-15. Research engineers in this division investigate manufacturing techniques, conduct studies in aerodynamics, materials and processes, and thermodynamics. They also work
with physiologists, biotechnologists, biop’hysicists, and psychologists to solve design problems concerning human capabilities and limitations that arise from modern weapons and
research systems.
Building better Navy aircraft
Analysis of aircraft carrier operation is a major research
project at the Columbus Division. This division designed and
built the Navy’s T2J Buckeye jet trainer and the Navy’s
supersonic, all-weather A3J Vigilante. Research activities
are diverse here -from how to illuminate an aircraft cockpit
todev
developing
h ienagrts
uhnmarmphe
noesdre
vehicles and systems to Perform
within
Developing the peaceful atom
The work at the Atomics International Division of North
American is part of a large national research effort aimed at
the peaceful atom. Success in the development of economicl
power from the atom depends on thorough knowledge in
every phase of atomic power systems and their materials at
construction. Atomics International research reactors are in
service in Japan, Denmark, West Germany, West Berlin, and
Italy.
Opportunities for college graduates
Today at North American there is outstanding opportunity
for young engineers who want to share the unusual cream’s
problems that face science. You can rapidly build a sound
engineering career by working on the top-level projects now
underway. Visit your placement office where you’ll find all
the
N facts.a challenging and rewarding future with

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.
SERVING THE NATION’S INTEREST FIRST -THROUGH THESE DIVISIONS
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AFFIDAVIT are also made obligatory for any instructors receiving aid under provisions of the act.
AFFIDAVIT
ADDITION
Not only are a loyalty oath and
mils must fileIN
such an affidavit an unusual requirement for the lending of money at interest, but they are not requirements when the government
FLOWERS
OF
HOUSE
THE
lends money to farmers, business
men anti hankers.
Consequently an oath AND a
disclaimer affidavit seem to be an
unfortunate reflection on
the
young people of our country and
on the teaching profession.
DR. HENRY C. MECKEL
PRESIDENT, SJS CHAP3OUQUETS
r CORSAGES
TER AMERICAN ASSN.
CY2 Oz. ? 10th & Santa Clara
OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS.
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’La Boheme’ Rehearsals
Giving ’Blood,’ Real Tears

ten make*. an abrupt change in
By DE \ \E BOOMElt
Opera Workshop class members mood.
For example, in the fourth act,
are busily rehearsing for February’s production of Poccinrs ro- the mood changes from happiness
mantic opera, "I.a Boheme." with and gaiety to sadness and death
principals sweating phony blood in a few moments
and real tears.
The opera production has pro4s, but also that you must spend
PARKING
gressed as far as "blocking"; that
Is,
stage
positions
and
action
are
adorable children I take it?"
Student Rates
being assigned and blocked oust.
"Yes, sir, but "
The
**blocking"
was
done
on
the
"And your wife? You love her,
Studio Theater stage, but the prodo you?"
duction has been moved to the
"Of course."
stage of the College Theater. In
"And you DO like it here?"
addition, costumes Par the produc"Very much, very much."
tion have been fitted for the prin"You see MY hands are tied,
cipals. The opera will be suing in
Forbush, and the tradition here is F:nglish.
that footnotes are required on evThe production is under the diery term paper."
rection of Edwin Dunning, assistant professor of music, and his
"That’s the fellow. Now, I think
assistant, S. ROSS Bergantz.
we can forget our little talk later;
PURPOSE FOR EXPERIENCE
that is, IF you understand."
Purposes of the Opera Work"I see. Well, if that’s the way
shop class are to provide experthings are "
ience for students who will teach
"That’s the way they are."
"But suppose the term papers dramatic arts and to provide a
"stepping stone" for singers going
don’t require footnotes?"
"That is irrelavent,
Forbush. into the professional field.

TINS DEFINITELY WILL BE the last in a
three-part series on ’The Term Paper anti You";
in fact if there are any more I have been threatened
by several very influential instructors to get out of town by morning.
I have entitled this one, "Put Your Best Footnote Forward."
It is a very distressing feeling to realize that not only do you

have a term paper due next we
valuable time lohonying up
some fUntnntell to go along with
the other hocus-pocus.
I secretly believe that instructors who assign term papers and
then add the stipulation that footnotes must accompany the paper,
just do it so they can rub it in.
The instructors are craft y,
though, and they are taking precautions in case the department
head should ever be passing by the
desk just as they are correcting
the term papers. We hear:

"WHAT’S THAT, Forbush--no
footnotes? I don’t think I understand."
"Well, you see, sir, I

acy?

C. M. LARSEN

"That will he all, Forbush; see

ASSISTANT PRO- me in my office later, will you?"
FESSOR OF MATII- , "Bait, sir, I didn’t think it was
EMATHInecessar "

MUFFLERS
AND
TAIL PIPES
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AND
SOLD

HERE

Irate Reader Blasts,
Editorial ’Pessimism’
EDIT01:: your

. Mtitc . eActinct

Could there be more convincing evidence than the example
of what happened in the exchange of prisoners of war in
Korea? At that time I was serving in the Navy as an Information and Education Officer in
San Diego, and I was painfully
aware of apparent inadequacies
in the information programs for
our armed services.
What programs we had were

Art
Professor’s
An exhibition of paintings

by
Maynard D. Stewart, associate
professor of art, is on display this
month at Al Fresco Gallery, 599
V.P. San Carlos St.
The works are oils and watercolors of California landscapes and
figure compositions.

Clara (Y4.7.505
216 Race Street "
Saida

KBM

RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
CY 2-7501
96 E. San Fernando

Minnweiumess

Santa Is Coming...

I Orchestra" will be played by Pat- sic before the San Jose Rotary
rick and Doris Melerotto and an Club Wednesday at the St. Claire
lorchestra conducted by Dr. W. Hotel under the direction of Or, C.
I Gibson Walters, professor of mu- Gus Lease, assistant professor of
sic. Mr. Meierotto is an assistant music.
professor of music.
The 1A’omen’s Glee Club will join

them for one number.
This is the first year in four
Br. W. Gibson Walters, professor
of IMMO, will be in Fresno today that the Men’s Glee Club has been
and tomorrow conducting the active.
*
*
*
The clever. Scandinavian -type Fresno and Madera County Honor
Christmas tree by Leonard G. Orchestra. The orchestra is made
"Dionysian Festival" will be the
Stanley, associate professor of art, up of the finest high school mu- theme of the Humanities Club’s
is on display in the art gallery, sicians in the area.
evening of Greek fine arts Thursalong with Mark Adams’ tapesday at 7:30 p.m. in TH55.
*
*
*
tries.
Pianist Byron Janis will present
The activity will be open to all

matte stained glass out of the front
doors and the corridor is filled
with the print exhibition of students of Dr. Kenneth W. Auvil.

*

*

"One of our main difficulties."
students say, "is that we are just
singing. We haven’t begun to fee!
our parts yet."
The singers agreed that the
mush. of "La Boheme" is very
emotional. Even the recitative
parts are lyrical. The music of-

ItachmanintafFs "Concerto for Pi- interested students. Admission will
ano and Orchestra tsio. 3 in D Min- be 25 cents; coffee veil’ be serveil
or" with the San Francisco Sym- following the program.
phony Orchestra
Wednesday at
Plana. include a slide-lecture by
8:30 in the San Francisco Memor- Armand Irwin,
sophomore art maial Opera House.
jor; ancient Greek music by Nor*
*
*
een Norditehn, and poetry reading.,
Watercolors by Kenneth Potter,
The latter will be a group of
*
*
*
young San Francisco artist, will short lyric poems presented by a
No performance is scheduled for be on exhibit from Dec. 10 to Jan. group of humanities and speech
Tuesday’s Survey of Simile Liter- 13 in the Rosicrucian Art Gallery. and drama students. Page Brown ature class; however, at Thurston is director.
*
*
*
day’s class a performance is planAristophanes’ "T h e Wealth"
The Stanford University Chorus
Minor
in
C
"Concerto
ned. Bach’s
will pet-form Sunday at 3:30 p.m. with a cast of 13 humanities and
Orchestra"
Pianos
and
for Two
in Dinkelspiel Auditorium, Stan- fine arts students will be presentand Mozart’s "Concerto in E Flat ford. Student admission will be 25 ed under the direction of (Sri-to-hand
Pianos
Major, 1<.365 for Two
en Given, fine arts graduate.
cents
The program is intended to sup* * *
plement what is being presented
I
The Men’s Glee Club will prein the humanities program; to give
sent a program of Christmas muadditional background beyond the
classroom experience.
said Joan
STILL FEUDIN*
Winsor, publicity chairman.
CHICAGO (DPI) -- John K.
Permits to register for limited
The dig) adviser is Or E. P.
students now are available, Dr. Lawrence, 49, and his divorced Panagoprittios, associate professor
Arthur II. Price. coordinator of wife, Annabelle, 93, both came into of history, and a
if the
evening programs, announced re- court today with demands that the humanities foe’
other be cited for contempt.
cently.
Jodge John A. Sharbo obliganl
All limited students must secure
them both. lie cited both for ts,,
a permit to register if they plan
tempt and Mem, them jail,
to take spring classes. The permit
unless they could settle their (I,.
may be obtained any Monday
ferences out of court within
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. in the Admission Office, Ad’.. h." s’
102 or Monday through Ttn,
Open at 4 p.m
day evenings from 5 p.m. to 11.15
p.m. in Adm159.
Pizza with a "Personality"

tail -pipe is causing all the

commotion.
Let us have a look. We’ll
find the trouble and put
an end to it. You’ll be
delighted by our service
and our prices!

SUMMER SESSIONS
ABROAD 1960

*

*
*
*
You won’t want to miss a "really
the
big" musical event Sunday,
annual Christmas Concert of the
Music Department, 3 p.m. in Concert Hall. Both the a cappella
choir and Symphony Orchestra
will perform.
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Mr. Ozzie Hilton, owncr and operator of Hilton Tours, will be ri our o’fice Saturday,
January 9th. Come in and meet -Ozzie- and discuss you.- student tours for 1960.
10 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

5 exciting tours to choose from
5 separate departure dates

$985 to $1495.00
"Quality With Economy"

DR. HAROLD HASKELL

SO S. 4th St.
week
Open Mon. to Fri. Eimnings

OPTOMETRIST
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largely informal unit voluntary,
often ignored, while the cum monists ran extensive programs
anti exerted heavy pressures to
Instill loyalty to their aims. Yet,
when the chips were down, the
communist programs failed miserably, and thousands of their soldiers chose to remain on our side
A second point: the affidavit to
which so many eminent citizens
(including more than 40 United
States senators) object, is not a
positive oath of loyalty, but a negative disclaimer of association
and belief.
I can recall a feeling of immense
solemnity and dedication when I
took an oath as a commissioned
offices. of the Navy in 1945; this
was a positive oath.
Since then, I have on several occasions taken "non-disloyalty"
oaths, swearing that I do not advocate overthrowing the government by force or violence, that I
do not associate with people who
belong to such organizat ions. Need
I say that I have found it difficult
to feel any sense of positive dedication while swearing that I am
not part of a despicable conspir-

and

A vital point, I believe, may be
seen if we re-phrase the question:
"What is wrong with desiring stu
dent loyalty?" If this were the
By PHYLLIS NIACKALI.,
question, few would object.
Art and Music Editor
There is indeed some
All kinds of beautiful objects
wrong, however, with demanding
loyalty; demanding it isn’t the are on display at the Art Building for your viewing. Design classway to get it.
es of Miss Anna Ballarian have

f North
imed at
surnical
adge in

r-
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Another Professor
Discusses the ’Oath’
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The class meets every TuesThe fact is that they BE there."
"But, sir, all that extra check- day and Thursday from 4:30 to
6 p.m. The singers shin have
"Like a good fellow, now, For- ing of footnotes; my time is limitseveral evening and Sunday afed, sir, I "
bush; let’s have no arguments."
ternoon practice sessions at pri"Yes, yes, Forbush. We under"May I explain, sir? You see the
stand. Simply make sure the form vate homes.
students-."
editorial on the
Singing in the performance will
"Forbush, in this instil ution is correct. You heedn’t bother with he Pegi di
election is a good demonstration
Bari and Glenda Pardetail.’;."
of how not to write an editorial. footnotes on term papers are manker as Mimi; Laried Montgomery’
"Fine, sir. 111 do that."
This pessimism will help to dis- datory! I think you can underand John Gomez, Rodolfo; Linda
"Good fellow. Say, let’s get tocourage many persons from vot- stand the reason for this."
Stones and Ysonne Tomasena,
ing. Although the list of candidates
"Well, to tell you the truth, sir, gether some night?"
Muset ta.
-Yes, sir, that does sound like
is small, each candidate likes to I don’t think I do.
Manuel Patterakis, Marcello;
fun."
have more persons vote than just
"I see . . . Forbush how many
Stephen Janzen, Schaunard; Robhis close friends.
children do you have?"
ert Donalson and Larry McComPerhaps the following
ROBERT McKEOWN
"Why-- four, sir. But what dif"
NATURALLY this is all pure man, Colline; Bob Matson, Alchin
thoughts will be of interest to
ASK 12761
’They are healthy, normal, very conjecture.
daro and Beniot; and Richard Rosstudents who
have wondered,
somme, Parpinol.
"What is wrong with demanding
PLAY JUST BEGINNING
student loyalty?"
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POP-OVERS
from $4.95

Complete eye examinations and optical service. Latest styled glasses and
contact lenses fitted. Optical prescriptions filled end glasses repaired.
EYE CARE AT ALL PRICES
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
EASIEST CREDIT TERMS
Mention this ad ...when visiting icy of flto Dr. Haskell Offices
Located 3 blocks from campus. 100 S. FIRST (CORNER OF 1T.T AND
I Ist and Son
SAN FERNANDO) Also -199 S. First St. (C
Call CY 7-1800
Antonio.

Wriie or Phone

for

Free Brochures!

tiotrard

TRAVEL ADVISORS
The Finest

of

Everything in Travel

24 E. SAN FERNANDO

CY 7-2121

Mr. Ozzie Hilton

insurance Group Helps
inance SJS Project
the research committee of the California Driver Education Assn., the
pamphlet will provide valuable instructional materials for high
school students, and important resource materials for teacher preparation classes.

.1. S5(10 check ssas presented recently to Pres. John T.
.dilquist by the Farmers
Insurance Group Safety
Foundation to assist in the financing of a II 1(H) s;.IS drivers training project.
The money, presented to Dr.
Wahlquist by Ben G. Gautier,
director of traffic safety for the
foundation, will be used to prepare
a pamphlet on insurance coverages. The pamphlet will serve as instructional
material for high
school driver education classes.
Conducted in cooperation with

I A &M Auto Repair
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Hydramatic
Powerglide
student rotes 455 E. San Salvador CY 6.4247
111,4111,

"The project provides an opportunity for the S.IS staff and
the Farmers Insurance 6r p
to make an important contribution to the interns ement of instruction and education," stated
Dr. :garland H. Strasser, al4140date professor of Industrial arts
and research coordinator.
The project is expected to cos,
about $1000 and may be the first
.t several similar research projects in the interests of driver educat ion.
Dr. Strasser will be assisted by
Dr. Ralph C. Bohn, associate professor of industrial arts, in the
project

See RUSSIA for
ito
4.1.71,Jiti yourself in 1960
American conducted Student/Teacher Economy tours by Maupintour - the
best routes at lowest costs. From $PA all.inclusive, summer departures.
RUSSIA BY MOTORCOACH. Beginning Helsinki or Warsaw. See
country byways, rural towns plus Moscow. Leningrad. 17 days.
DIAMOND GRAND TOUR. Russia, Crimea, Ukraine, Czechoslovakia.
Poland. Germany, Passion Play, Bayreuth Festival, Berlin, Scandinavia.
Benelux. Austria, Switzerland.
IN COLLEGIATE CIRCLE TOUR. Cruise Black Sea, see the Caucasus.
kraine, Crimea, Russia, White Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Scandinavia,
Benelux. Berlin, England. Luxembourg, France.
EASTERN EUROPE ADVENTURE. New route. Bulgaria, Roumania.
new hiway through Southern Russia. Ukraine, Crimea. Moscow, White Russia, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Krakow, Dresden, Berlin, Germany. Austria.
your local Travel Agent or write
400 Madison Avenue
1Vew York 17. New York

Maup intour see

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
WASH 20c
DRY 10c
COIN OPERATED

SOFT WATER

Dry Ski :nstruction
Tuesday in Gym
Beginning skiers wanting pointers on the use of skis, and "old
hands" wanting to "brush up a
bit." are asked to attend the Ski
Club’s admission-free dry ski
school Tuesday night at 7 in the
Women’s Gyn.
Instruction will be given at the
session on the do’s and don’ts of
operating skis, according to Nancy
Steger, Ski Club publicity chairman.
Students owning their own skis
are asked to bring them to the instruction session, Miss Steger
urged.
e

’No Final Exam
For 56 Courses

I. if t y -six coin se, \ al y ing from
"Glassblowing" to "Taxonomy of
Immature Insects" have been listed exempt from final exams this
semester, Dr. Harrison F. Heath,
chairman of the Examination Committee, has announced.
The majority of these classes
concern seminar, internship, field
work, special problems or thesis
work. Students will be notified by
their instructors if a course has
been exempted from finals.
All natural science laboratory
sections, men’s physical education
activity and women’s physical education activity courses were approved by the Examination Committee to give finals at the last
regular class meeting, Dr. Heath
said.

New Hillel Adviser

’Think’ Editor Will Speak
At Christmas Banquet
Dr. Dwayne Orton will speak at the animal Christmas
Star Banquet sponsored by the Roger 1 Mimi’s Fellowship
Sunday at 4:45 p.m.
I/r. Orton is editor of "Think." a monthly magazine
pull i -lied by IBM. I he is also educational consultant for
the MINI Corp.
Members of the International stiolciits Organization

will be guests of the Fellowship+--at the banquet.
The cost for all others will be
$1.25. Tickets may be purchased
at Grace Baptist Church, 10th and TODAY
E Circulo Castellano, Las Posadas,
San Fernando Sts,
The Freedoms Foundation twice 783 S. Seventh St., 7:30 p.m.
ISO, Christmas Party, 1044 Longfelhas awarded its George Washington Honor Medal to Dr. Orton for low, Campbell, 6 p.m.
Kappa Phi, Christmas Party for us..
his editorship and "outstanding
dorprivileged children, First Methodist
p Filth and Santa Clara Sit..
7730
Church.
4 p .m.
Spartan Oriocci, meeting, CHI60,

Spartaguide

Members of Hillel. Jewish religious and social organization, will
hear an address at their meeting
Monday from Dr. Howard Sachet.,
recently appointed adviser to the
group.
The "Think" magazine pubHis topic will be "On the Trial
of a Murdered Boy," according to lishes articles on cultural and
public affairs and socially sigAl Newman, president of Billet.
The organization meets Monday nificant subjiets, written by
evenings at 8 in the Spartan Y, leaders in their fields.
Ninth and San Antonio Sts. ReDr. Orton is a graduate of the
freshments and a social will follow University of Redlands. Ile served
the short business meeting and Dr. as dean of the general college at
Sacher’s address.
College of the Pacific and was
president of Stockton College.
Dr. Orton is a member of the
YMCA National Student CommitNote: Interviews are held in the Place. tee and the National Council of
went Office, Adm234. Appointment lists Churches Committee on the
,e put out in advance of the interview
ir,cl students are requested to sign up Church and Economic Life.

Interview 5

’0 DAY
Newark School District IC-6, gradual.
f education.
Bouer & Black, S.,n Jcse, graduating
"Until They Sail," the story of
t.
ipharmaCeu- four New Zealand sisters during
World War IL will be featured at
Friday Flicks at 7:30 tonight in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Starring in the film are Jean
Simmons, Joan Fontaine, Paul
Marcus Stortroan, assistant pro- !Newman and Piper Laurie. The
fessor in psychology, reported movie tells about the lives and
esday to the police department loves of the women after the arhat his brief case had been opened rival of American soldiers in New
nri a $20 stop watch removed Zealand.
Price for the movie, sponsored
, ’,in it.
Ile said that he was in the Ii - by the Senior Class, is 25 cents
.’:try. and had placed his brief per person. This will be the last
.se in the book rack in front of show before Christmas vacation.
The next Friday Flick is scheduled
the restroom.
When he picked up the brief for Jan. 8.
case, he noticed that it had been
opened and the stop watch had
been taken. The watch, property ot
the college, had been checked out
to Prof. Stortroan for the fiscal
year.
Education majors interested in
teaching in San Francisco secondary schools must take the National
,pon- Teacher Examination Feb. 13, the
va by I he Nets man Clitb, will be SJS Placement Office announced.
!,1 Sunday evening from 8 to
neeistration for the exam dom.,
30 at Newman Flail.
Jan. 15.
The event is open to students,
A file of complete information is
,rolty and parents. Admission is available in the Placement Office.

Watch Stolen
From Professor

LI-DO-IT LAUNDROMAT
Open 24 hrs.

if921&.

To Teach in S.F.?
Must Take Exam

Get s-7 t.)r the 19E0
W;ntcr O’ympics

SKI SWEATERS

Yule Card Party

4.95 to 16.95
Many Co’ors

Sekction

of

shawl

Students who study in the card
catalog room on the main floor of
the Library have been asked to
study elsewhere as the room is
overcrowded and ventilation is
not sufficient, according to Miss
Joyce Backus, head librarian.
A sign reading: "Please sit in
another room if you do not need
to consult materials shelved here.
The ventilation system is inadequate in this room," has been
posted.
The ventilation in the room is I
inadequate if it is crowded with
students who are studying instead
of using the reference materials.
To help the situation, the chairs
have been removed.

EUROPE

We’ll see th usual plus Russia, Scandinavia, Yugoslavia and N. Africa. A different tripfor those who don’t want to
be herded around. Also shorter trips.
Budget priced
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
215 Sequoia, Bon CS
Pasadena, Calif.

STUDENT
SPECIALS
LUBRICATION .
$1.50
CAR STORAGE-Monthly Rates
NITE PARKING
$7
6 p.m. to 8 a.m.
Day and Nite
$10
Vacation Trailer Rentals
Auto and Towing Service
Brake Service
Batteries
furnaces

BREHM BROS.
?. Card
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
4TH and SAN FERNANDO

FNTERTAINMENT
Starts at 9 p.m.

collars,

We will also have
Community
Singing

hoods, crew necks, cardigans,
Zipper front. Colors of Olive,
Blue, White, Green, Red and

DIXIELAND
MUSIC
Wed., Thurs.,
Fi i. and Sat.
Nights

many others.

JUST ARRIVED!
Short Sleeve Ivy
League Sport Shirts

Edward S.

ThomPsnn
on "The Things That will speak
Count" a
a Canterbury Assn.
meeting
day at 7:15 p.m.. Christian Si.
Fifth and San Fernando Center,
Sit

Lowest Gas Prices
ETHYL -100+ OCTANE
REG.-90+ OCTANE
Cigarettes 20e
All Major Oilsjet

20%

STATIONS
4th & With
lOTI

COMBINATION
PLATE

5

Choice of:
Enchilada - Taco - Tamale .
Plus Rice, Beans, Salad

Tico’s Tacos

4th and St. James

Roger Johnson
SENIOR
REPRESENTATIVE

Ability PLUS Experience

who said’
e
4416.
A column of incidental intelligence
by Jockegi brand

"THE WORM TURNS"
Shakespeare said it this way:
-The smallest worm will
turn, being trodden on."
But Miguel de Cervantes
beat him to it in -Don
Quixote’’, Part 11, Book 3:
"Even o worm when trod
upon, volt turn again."

11011

"MUSIC HAS CHARMS"
The 17th Century playwright, William Congreve,
was the first to set down this classic metaphor
concerning the powers of sound and rhythm.
BYoriud’ell"fi ndthew
whole
quote in -The Mourning
Act I, Sc.
tedhe savage breast,
charmsor
T’ohisuosfictehen rocks,
betonc/a kthneott
"RHYME OR REASON"
Edmund Spenser, 16th Century poet. expected a
pension. He didn’t get it. So he wrote this rhyme,
-/ was promised on a time/To have reason
for my rhyme;/from that time unto this season,/
1 received nor rhyme nor reason."
’

JOCkCi/ Underwear
Of all the k.od: of underwear, only Jock,/ Lru.,
tailored to feel better because it fits bett.uperior comfort is assured by exclusive construct.’
tures that no other underwear has duplicated Tr.
real comfort, insist on Jockey brief -the world’s
finest. Loa for Jockey at your campus store.

If

1)111111?..12CLOTHES
Open every night

WESLEY
"A Child Is EIJI I
t ephe4
Vincent Benet, will be
at Wesley Foundation preesnteel
by the Wei.
ley Players Sunday at
7 P.m., 205
E. Santa Clara St.
Dinner
served at 6 p.m. Cost is %%1114
40 cent,
CANTERBURY

fashioned by the house of

$ 3 95

All Sizes ... Popular Co!ors

SMART

Friday,

Church Activities

Lt. Col. Emery Cook, head 01
the Department of Air Science,
will be guest speaker at a meeting
of the Cadets’ Wives Club tonight.
He will give a brief history of
the Air Force, and answer questions that the wives may present.
ISO
The International Students Organization will hold its annual
Christmas party tonight at 6 at
the home of Mrs. Marion Richards,
in Campbell. Transportation will
be provided for those who do not
have cars from the Student Union
at 5 p.m.
HAWAIIAN CLUB
Hui-O-Kamaaina will have a
skating party at Skate Arena Roller Rink, 1525 Alamaden Rd., this
Sunday at 1:30. An admission of
60 cents, which will include skates,
will be charged. Transportation
will be provided from the Spartan
Y, Ninth and San Antonio Sts.,
at 1 o’clock.

Card Room Study
Causes Poor Air

_

and sizes

BAH Y lanned

TOMORROW
Newman Club, Christmas Card Party,
Newman Hall, 79 S. Fifth St., 8 p.m.
SUNDAY
ISO, Christmas Banque.. Grace Bap
list Church, 10th and San Fernando
Sts., 4:40 p.m.
Wesley Foundation, Wesley. Players
"A Child Is Born," 205 E. Santa Clara
St., 7 p.m.
MONDAY
Freshman Class, meeting. E118, 33,’
p.m.
Hillel, ...eeting, Spartan Y, 9th and
San fr- r o Sts., 7:45 p.m., "Trial of
a Murdered Boy."
IMC, meeting, CHI49, 7 p.m.
Institute of Aeroneutical Sciences.
DR. DWAYNE ORTON
meeting. B92, 7 p.m., film on hLrnming
,.,’’Think" speaker
bird glider.
Junior Class, meeting, 5326, 3:30 p.m
achievement in bringing about a
Sophomore Class, meeting, CH227
better understanding of the Amer3 30 ł.r’.
lean way of life."

’Until They Sail’

171 South 3rd

64-aSPARTA
ngs P
Gatherings

9

PIZZA IS OUR SPECIALTYTo Take HomeCall CY 3-5900

A Real Tou h Chore

CtiVitieS

rrt,’’
,dt,
ill be pre
lion by the
iy at 7 p.m,
t. Itinner
will be
Cost is 40 eenly.

npson will speak
That Count"
in. meeting at
Sub.
Christian

11111.1111.1ftimp

as Prices
4- OCTANE
OCTANE
tes 20e
Oils -10c

’ATIONS
..4fh &
Keyes
ID TAYLOR

18
Bouts
On
Tap
Spartan
San
Jose
Square
Off
Cal,
For Novice Finals Frosh Cagers
Battle
Cage
Tomorrow
In
To Meet Cal

Going for their 19th conCalifornia’s
secutive %in.
Champion
Basketball
)CAA
Bears will provide a more
for San Jose
than stiff test
tomorrow
Spartans
State’s
Harmon
night at 8 p.m. in

Gymnasium, Berkeley.
the longest winThe Bears, with
team,
ning streak of any college
favorites to
will be overwhelming
their .third
.nd the Spartans
r!might loss.
SJS started the season on a
win over San
winning note with a
Francisco State, 54-41, and then
dropped two straight; one to Stanother to Denfurd. 69-31 and the
Nor, 67-47.
Vie Cori, San Jose State’s seclost to
nd leading scorer will be
five weeks.
the team for aixtut
Cori suffered a fracture of his
hand during workouts Tuesday afternoon.

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

St. James
KEROSENE CLUB 1
365 E. Julian
!presents

on

’ Friday. December 11. 197.9

Dancing Nightly
w;th

AL BUCKLEY
QUARTET
and

THREE CLEFS

The loss of Cori will hit Coach
Walt McPherson %%here it hurts
the most, height and scoring
depth. Cori led his mates in
field goals ( 1 1) and was second
in scoring with a 9.3 point average.
McPherson will fill the vacant
forward spot with either Jim Whelihan or Art Dalbey. Both boys
have seen action this year but
have been cold from the floor.
REARS HAVE EDGE
California and SJS have met
four times previous to this game
with the Bears victorious on every
occasion. Last year the two teams
met in the first game of the season with the Bears romping in,
60-36.
The Bears will be going after
their I41011111 straight NCAA title
this year. Their front line starters, as
over 6-6 per man,
are center Darnall Imhoff (6-10)
and lomards Tandy Gillis (65!, ) and Bill McClintock (6-4)
At the guard positions are Jerry
Mann (6-2) and Bobby Wendell
(5-9).
Dennis Marc (6-5) will open at
center for San Jose with Bob
Chapman (6-3), a mainstay, at forward. (’oil’s (inward post will be
filled by either Do hey (6-5) or
Whelihan t6-31. Whelihan probably will get the nod on experience: he is a senior with one
%vat’s varsity play under his belt.
1,:ilbey is running on the varsity
the first time and is a sophomore. Joe McGrath and Gary Ftyw will open for State at guard.
The Bears, probably one of the
best defensive teams in the nation, have yielded a stingy 43.5

Folk Singing Nightly
Dinners $1.50

Gymnasts Enter
AAU-SF Meet

San Jose
Fairways
ce

The only Sheltered
Driving Range
in San Jose
Arrip!e Grass Area
Student Rates
HOURS
Weekdays
9 to 9

Sat & Sun.
9 to 5

Just East of N. First St. and
Bayshore at 230 E. Brokaw Rd.
CYprss 5-9542

San Jose State’s Gymnastie
team will unlimber in Its first
Mg test of the season when It
participates in the Pacific. Association’s Senior AAU Championships to he held at Sun Francisco tomorrow at 7 p.m.
The Spartans will compete
against Sacramento State, California, Stanford, Olympic Clash,
S.F. Central YMCA and San
Francisco State as well as other private clubs entered in the
meet.
State will lw led hy Bob Haywood, filth place finisher in the
N(’AA meet last year on the
trampoline along with Ted Bogios, Hith platee finisher in the
same event.

points to opponents this year in
Before a packed house full of chanting and screamthree games. They have beaten
their alumni, Santa Barbara ing rooters, 36 men qualified for the final 18 bouts of the
23rd Annual Novice Boxing Tournament Past night in the
(59-47) and UST.’ (65-40).
Pete Newell’s quintet has held Spartans main gym. Finals begin at 8 p.m. in gym tonight.
opposing players to just 84 shots
Most of the action catne after the brief intermission
front the floor and only 27 field when
the !tea% ier fighters made their appearance. The
goals. The Bears in turn have taken 103 shots themselves and have finale found heavyweight Fred Rupprecht (ATO) basing
a toe-to-toe slugging match with+hit 48 field goals.
Ron Jones (SC) before a powerful cond round knockdown. Summers
STUNNING PACE
right to Jones’ face caused the came back strong as the whole
Darnall Imhoff, the husky Bear bout to be stopped In the third gym
was standing on end. The
center, has been hitting the hoop round with Rupprecht getting the
third round was toe-to-toe action
at a blazing .667 average to lead nod via a TKO.
all the way with Walsh getting the
all Bear scorers. The team averFans were on their feet from the judge’s votes as a result of his
age is a phenominal 47.4.
opening bell and the fight never deckings.
San JONe state has been frigid had a dull moment.
BEST OF NIGHT
from the floor, hitting at a .266
Fred Walston (SAE) became
Most of the bouts had their
clip. The ine%perieneed Spartans
the second TKO vk.tim of Paul share of excitement. but none comhaven’t la-en able to get inside
Yancey (TC). Yancey’s well- pared with the Roger Flaherty (Ave’ry much and tomorrow night’s
Hmed combination in the third T()) anti Leonard Perrone (SAE)
game against the defensive minround smashed Waiston’s lip fight.
ded Bears could probably be the
and caused a bloody nose.
It was almost like a street
same story.
Varsity trackman Phil Clifton fight with both fighters taking
The Spartans, out -sized in this had too much ring savvy far Ber- their hest shots at each other
encounter, could really be over- nie Slate, who gamely hung on hut neither gase an Inch In dematched if Newell decides to put but lost the unanimous decision. fense. Both were swot-wake and
In senior Dick Doughty (6-9) at Clifton continually hit solid blows concentrated on belts t
the
a forward post and Earl Shultz and in the third round kept Slate face.
(6-51 at one of the guards. Dough- moving backwards into the ropes.
Four arms were continually
ty is averaging 10 points a game
Too many landing bricks by Pet- hurling into each other and Flaand sports a good .571 shooting er Bricker (ATO) kept Bob Mun- herty was awarded a close decipercentage.
son (SAE) off balance and the sion.
FANS DISAGREE
"Brick" was awarded the decision
HARD KNOCKS DUE
The fans greeted the officials
Coach McPherson admits that by referee Darrell Dukes.
"most of our guys would be runThe best exhibition of hard with a long round of boos followning on the JV squad at most hitting and legitimate fighting ing the Alden Long-Ted Bogios
skirmish. Long blasted Bogios all
schools, but since they are the best came when Al Conley derked
we have, they’re going to get a lot F’rank Colletto twice in the first over the ring and knocked him
of hard knocks and bruises before round and won on a TKO. His down twice. He was in control of
the season is over.
punches were crisp and hard. A the fight all the way but couldn’t
solid ss in tonight may give the salvage a TKO.
"We don’t intend to Initiate
Bogios was dazed in the third
outstanding boxing trophy to
any great changes against the
round but when the smoke had
Conley.
Rears," NIel’herson continued.
"We know their offense well;
Steve Walsh (TC) and Tony cleared was given a close split deall we need now is al t three Summers ( DSP) hooked up in a cision.
For the finals AT.0 qualified
more inches per man and we battle royal. Summers took the
immediate advantage in the first five, TC three, DSP 2, and SAF:,
would he ail set.
DU, PSE, SC and PEA one each.
"There is nothing I think I could round but suffered the fate of
Complete results: Carter TKO-2 over
tell the boys to spur them on to Walsh’s right hand which led to
Site; Brown Dec. over Abrecht, Servictory tonight because’ they know a clean knock down.
With both fighters appearing geant Dec. over Devlin, Thompson TK0they are going In against the best.
2 over Madsen, Mallory Dec. over Ruiz,
I only hope that they settle down mad, Walsh repeated with a seEngdahl 11(0-3 over Dolliver, Campbell
and become a more home-knit
Dec. over Rio:dela, Cassell; Dec. over
squad than they have shown so
Higgins, Antes Dec. over Harlan, Souza
far.
Dec. over Poolangelo, Bogies Dec. over
"I think that by the time reguLong, Inmus Dec. gave, Harrison, Loomis
lar WCAC play starts we’ll be
able to work together better, estz ri d
co, "Be,.
1L=rs overPanZenog ele Re .a .svf
pecially when some of our green
Bob Schaefer upset top seeded toll Dec. over Wegrnan, Havis 11(04
sophomores begin getting their
Nick Scharf to gain the finals of over Jordan, Moore Dee. over Peers,
feet on the floor."
Hall Dec. over McCullough, Flaherty
Tomorrow night’s game will be the All-College Tennis Tournament
Dec. over Perrone, Walsh Dec. over
on television channel KTVU Tuesday, 6-1, 5-7, 6-3.
Schaefer was the third seeded Summers, knavidez Dec. over Johanson,
(Channel 2) in San Jose.
player in the tourney, behind Conley TKO-I over Collette, Bricker
over
Scharf, a finalist from last year, Dec. over Munson, Clifton Dec.
Slate, Edwards Dec. over Weller, Yancey
and second seeded Bob Hill.
All three players are veterans 11(0-3 over Walston. and Rupprecht
front lard year’s third place NC- 11(03 over Jones.

Choi SLATE Gaels, Broncs
MAYFAIR
1959’s Greatest Program
First Time
. Regular Prices
First Time , . . . Co -feature

in color

"Inn of the Sixth
I’
Happiness
Ingrd Bergman
George I
iorn Cangreve,
ic metaphor
sel rhythm.
t Mourning
ravage breast,

i. evpected a
ate this rhyme:
e reason
this seosOnd

Kirk Jurgens

also

d U.ws grat
classic:

"The Devil’s
Disciple"
Kirk Douglas Burt Lancaster
Sir Lawrence Olivier
.. Ono Week Only ...

GAY THEATER

ALL IN COLOR
’NORTH BY NORTHWEST’
Eva Marie Saint
ones Mason
PLUS ...

’FIRST MAN IN SPACE’
This showing ends Saturday

is e

er. This
on lent) emit)!
’irst and

EL RANCHO
Drive-in
"SOME LIKE IT HOT"
"THE FIVE

PENNIES"

- Sandra Dee

To Battle For
MAC Title?
’ PIT-season games show that the
battle for WCAC honors will be
between the powerful Gaels of St.
Mary’s and the buckin’ Broncos of
Santa Clara with either Pepperdine or COP as possible spoilers.
All-American hopeful Tom Meschery of St. Mary’s is the leader
in almost all of the team statistics.
His 6’6" frame and well distributed 215 lbs. make him harder
than nails under the boards. He
has many professional scouts licking their chops with his wide variety of talent.
Reaching closer to San Jose,
speaking of Santa Clara, Frank
Sobrero is making the headline,
for the Broncs. He was Northern
California’s player of the week last
weekend as a result of his 60
points scored against the UCLA
Bruins and the Southern California Trojans.
Pepperdine’s Waves are relying
on the talent of the trio composed
of Sterling Forbes at center, Bob Sims at forward and dead -eye
Bobby Blue at guard.
COP’s Tigers count heavily on
the rebounding strength of LeRoy
Wright, who led the nation last
year in recovering the casaba off
the boards.

San Jose State’s first intercollegiate volleyball team will travel
to Reno for a tournament tomorrow.
Player-Coach Roger McCandless
has announced the traveling team
will include Jim Williams, Jerry
Ackeret, Bill Smythe and McCandless, spikers; setters are Tom Nilsson anti Perry Altschule. The team
operates without an ASB budget.
Last year, the team competed in
western tourneys but this season
has decided to open a full scale
schedule of dual ments.

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.

PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS
OPEN TIL

pre3enb--

CY 7-3060
ono of this
Arch*, Winston, N.Y. Poo "
INGMAR
SLRGMAN’S
few great motion
pictures of

ccsW
PLUS

trapterries

SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS,

OUR GREAT CAMPUS DEMOCRACY
GROWLER: Hi, Max, I hear you’re a campaign manager for
somebody
MAX: Yeah, got a groat 1:ti’e candidate for class president.
He is intelligent, has a vote -getting personality, and he
sure looks like a winner.
GROWLER:
MAX:

What’s his name?

He’s a young student named Adolf Hitler.

GROWLER:

Oh

I know him, he’s an exchange student.

MAX: That’s right, and do we have a terrific campaign slogan,
Heil Hitler.
GROWLER: Only one thing wrong with him, he doesn’t eat at
LARKS,

RANGER RECORD
NEW YORK (UPI)The New
York Rangers hold the National
Hockey League record for consecutive non-shutout games-117. The
streak began on Nov. 2, 1940 and
ended on Dec. 31, 1942.

MORAL: There is more in a good hamburger than a Swastika.
181 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

*LitrAIINER COMES ALIVE

For Outstanding Offensive Play

se
14

McGrath was

Guard Joel

N THE (gasp!) BIGGESTAN D (roa ri) FUNNIEST

named Outstanding Offensive Player by the coaching
staff for the three games

r

SAM

44-

i

100

per

cent

04 E V-rt,

thus far in the season. Joel
is the leading scorer for the
Spartans

in

the

played against S.

games

F.

State,

Stanford and Denver.
Congratulations to Joel
As

McGrath

a

red-blooded American
boy loge lilt cain

AND (pant) GIRLIEST SHOW

get.

possibly lie Your whole
finely will go stark, resin’
mad wif joy when we

Joel McGrath

come

-learn

from

2 years as a Broadway

’to

onth the movies’ In

Known for Good Food
CharAt Bohannon’s featuring
coal Broiled Steaks and Prime Ribs.

our timo

GOLDEN STATE

TechnIcolor.

COMPANY

and Vr,taVisiOn.
-netr helly
Happy
Songs.
I li.^1,""^
Peeete1y
ehe naey

"HAPPY IS THE BRIDE’

Comedy in Morrie Old England
Ian Carmichael Terry Thomas - Janette Scott - Joy.* Grenfel
THIS SHOW IS EXTENDED TO SATURDAY

MIDNIGHT

PHONE CYpress 3-7500

moosical smash -hit -right

TOWNE THEATER

Saturday Sports

iitodente Artig Co.
I

etters See
College Crown

AA Spartan net squad.
Schaefer’s opponent in the finals will come from one of three
men, Hill, Still Judah, or Don
Kliss.
The second seeded Hill must
beat Judah in the quarter-finals.
and then get by Kliss who has already made the semi-finals by virtue of a victory over John Bousquet.
Kliss and Judah are both promising members of this year’s
frosh net squad which appears to
be one of the best in the history
of SJS.

Sports

Intramurals Director Dale Swire
has announced that the Men’s
Gym, usually available from 11 to
(
Inman’s frost) i,,gers
3 p.m. on Saturdays, will not be
meet the Baby Bears in the preopen until noon tomorrow due to
liminary game before the varsity
the gymnastics clinic that is scheclash at Harmon Gym in Berkeley
duled for that time.
tomorrow at 6 p.m.
The Cal frosh are paced by
Camden Wall, a 6-10 pivot man,
and Dennis Voltam from Anaheim
WHAT ME WORRY?
who Coach Inman said rates as
1 rn voting ic,r Kaufman. Carr_.
"one of the best freshman players
Kaufman for Junior Class Repon the coast."
resentative. Her interest and
Countering for the Spartan (rush
arcomplishments in student a,
will be John Coffey, who hit 30
tivities make; her wellgual
;
points from the post against Hartto be our representative
nell J.C., six foot five inch Bill
This semester she has served as
Junior Class S.
y and in previRobertson from Napa and Bill
ous semesters she has been active in
Younge from Lafayette.
class council.
Coach Inman rates the Baby
Don’t you worry! Vote for Caret
Bears as the first good test of his
Kaufman for Junior Class Rep.!
yearling eager

11) DANNY’ NIATI.OV.

New V-Ball Clan
To Play in Reno

SPARTAN DAILY---5

A Merry

HOLLYWOOD EVER WHOMPED UP!

,
*Ler’

With Hollywood s most exciting cast
of NEW FACES AND (gasp!) FIGGERSI
.

1401 SOUTH FIRST

.
4(1;7=
RR Weil

COMING SOON TO YOUR FAVORITE THEATRE! Watch For It!
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What’s Doin’

Club Dinner Kappa Wins

All women far
. ulcers are
t he
imited to at
Clubtend
ChristmasWoman’s
Faculty
Dinner
this evening at 6:30 in the main
dining room of the Cafeteria.
Guest speaker for the annual
event will be Dr. Dorothy Kauchor, emeritus professor of speech,
Who will relate some of the experiences to be included in her
new book.

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
T
The Alameda at Shasta
CY 2-1888
Sunday Services
11 am.: 7 p.m.

Vicki Greenlee, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, was crowned Moonlight
Girl at the Phi Sigma Kappa dance
held at the Claremont Hotel,
Berkeley, last weekend.
Vicki, a junior, is majoring in
international relations. She voices
hopes of someday working for the
United States Information Service
or UNESCO.
This is Vicki’s first year at San
Jose State. She transferred here
from UCLA and from San Mateo
Junior College.
To claim the title of Moonlight
Girl, the pretty 20-year-old competed with 24 contestants from the
various sororities on campus. She
hails from Palo Alto.
Sue Pennisten, last year’s winner, crowned the winner.
CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Christian Center
92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
. Communion at 7:30 a.m.
Every Thursday
Office Hours: 9 a". to 5 p.m.
Barbara F Arnold

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP
..dred for student,
9:45 a.m. Perspective
6:00 p.m. Knox Club
meet student
friends here ...
speakers
discussion groups
social activities

Episcopal Church
Services at T,./, ty 81 N 2nd
8.00 a.m. P9,25 ard
Lu nun.
Morning Prayer
W. B. Murdock, Rector
Warren Debenharn, Aset,

G. Winfield Blount, Minister
Charles Tyler, Minister
to Students

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
2nd and San Antonio

Two B’ocks from Campus

SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30 and 11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Minister
Dr. Clarence Sands
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"
TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Pan Ssfmester: W -2.’d Ethics and Christianity
3rd and San Antonio
The Pink Building

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS
First Methodist
Church

St. Paul’s
Methodist Church

FIFTH andSANTA CLARA STS

TEr4Tri and SAN SALVADOR STS.

Wr.Honns you to

9.30 a.m. College Church
School Class

MORNING WORSHIP
9 30 "Let Christmas Happen to You"
11 :00 Choir Christmas Program

MORNING WORSHIP
11:00 a.m.
The Lord’s Prayer Series,
"Deliver Us from Evil"

Reverend Getty, Minister
Pro. DONALD A. GETTY, Minister
John M. Foster, Assoc. Minister

7:15 p.m. Vesper Service
Edwin M. Sweet, Minister
Carl Metzger, Minister of Visitation

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c lints first insertion
20c a line succeeding insartions
2 line minimum.
To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room IS, Tower Hall.
No Phone Orders
Help WantedMel o

ALPHA PHI
Saturday morning the Alpha
Phi pledges drargged actives out
of bed at 4 a.m. The actives were
taken to a motel where the pledges
furnished entertainment and refreshments. The Alpha Phi’s report no escapes were attempted.
The brothers of Delta Upsilon
and the ladles of Alpha Phi held
an exchange dinner last night. Dinner was followed by Christmas
carols and the decoration of the
Alpha Phi Christmas tree.

Phi Sig Title

.- ard ref. 575.
3-rm. apt.. garage.
485 Pert. water, garb. pd. 365 E.
’in’ Fri-nrc0 cr. 8th. CY 3-8985.
r.

,u.-^

3-rm. apt, near col ege.
$90. AX 63490.

Aefes Per Sale
IlinnnMinz sedan, 1954. Excellent
1595, Call Monet SD 112.
,I. 4.4540.

_ , MGA ’59. Like new. $2175. CY 5.2492.
Three Campus Reps. for TIME INC.
t.
NEW YORKER. READER’S
Share Rentals
I(,
f LA (80r. etc. Write "Campus
St. Berkeley 7, Calif. College boys to share 16-...ne with same.
J
Man to hash: breakfast, 12,36 l.,nch and 415 5. 12’, CY 35913 8 b.
CY 5-7366.
Miscolleivreas for Sale
Reams tel Roof
Neut. modern 3-beIrrn., den 11/2 bath-,,
432 S. 12th, owner. $21,500. CY 3-2010,
Room for 3 girlsVit,h. pus. Spring eves.
,...
;t
- Dodge P41ne.
Sleeps 20 Mash. Draw, table in excel. condition,
ve, Now Years 31142 top, oak base, see at 152 5 -4 fil9,
9th Sc,
nr,i a half, 2.bdr. furn. Sun
10-speed Follis Racing Dike. $100, Al
8945.
We-.,- ;dents:
w/kl.. priv. 569 9.4793.
’
a- r fS 973.
Special Notices
Apartments for Rao+
_
FOLK GUITAR INSTRUCTION, INDIV.
open -1 +heir t0th or bn
CLX of San Jose
151. CY 3-1530.
----r
;
n ir ftn roller:et area. New
/
r., heated swimming pool. Typing done in my home. Call CL 82/3/.
,rpeting. New electric It
drer,r,es. all new furniture, sound Folk music Live. Sat. ovabring your
woof we and ceiling, telephone out. own at THE MASQUE. 484 E. San
lets. TX antennaes, ironing boards. Carlos,
new weshers and dryers, and numerous
Treasperfafloo Woofed
extra,. We have an apt. for you, so call
Pete C -fa Mgr. et CY 7-8713.
Want ride to Seattle, De,- 18. Call Pat.
2 turn. apts. Water, garb. pd. 565 S. CY 7.6506,
- "
190 or CY 2.’0984 after S.
Tvisperfaflea Available
Furnished Apt. close f)91ure, av4;lable
rflair 421 E. San Antonio, Riders washed to Nebraska over holi
y
;
. AL 2 1889.
days Call CY 30508 after 5 p.m.

VICKI GREENLEE

Christmas
Menus Vary
In Europe
By PAM MI \ I I I:
LONDON (DPD If y011 anted
to eat your way around Europe
this Christmas, you would have a
menu as varied as scenery and customs.
Let’s start in Norway.
On the eastern coast, dinner
consists of fried pork -ribs eaten
cold with sauerkraut and boiled
potatoes. Boiled cod is featured
in the northern districts.

Spanish Club
To Hold Posadas

The a nnwi I (
an old Spanish celebration which
symbolizes the rejection of Mary
and Joseph cra their search for a
room at an inn. %still be presented
tonight by El Circulo Castellano.
the &IS Spanish club.
The procession will begin at the
home of Nancy Capes, 738 S. Seventh St., at 7:30 p.m. Salad, a
main course and dessert will be
served at the first three homes,
and a dance and pinata will be
held at the fourth.
Members will he admitted free.
Non-members will he charged 50
cents.

Pare

Nolte; Alpha Omicron Pi’s
Davis; Alpha Phi’s Sandy Jeanne
Ilawara
andAi
IldnredSeyuepeJhuCidBcthewater symreaeainaahinn:: ItrJ,iet:iht:Dn,c: ec(ar,eternaan
dKpEwmesatiyP ai 0.
i
Gar.
are eJudy
od h s
This
Girl
Contest
hi
chairmanchtahiertmatnehLasnerhnyi.frhaccii:ths
will be chosen after the
terthrom
hineglddiantneDer-dhatneche.s, mwohuich
nteiwin umnbe.
So(piel, tonight.

The Best Mexican Food
North of the Border

MEXICAN DINNER
Soup or Salad, Stuffed Pepper,
Rice, Beans, Coffie and Dessert

EL CHARRO CAFE
799 S. First

CY 3-9779

Open 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.

San Jose

Closed Wed.

for
eilimph,
San Jose State Students
Head for the SNOW

In Sweden, Christmas ham is
eaten.
A special dish reserved for
Christmas Eve dinner is dried fish,
salted and even with a fine white
sauce and boiled rice.
A pig’s head, complete with
apple in its mouth is another holiday treat.

ITALIANS EAT FISH
heading southward, fish becomes the traditional dish. In
Italy, where no meat is eaten on
Christmas Eve, capitone (61 big
eel) is the main dish. Throughout
the holiday, a dessert of panettone
is offered. This is a light and not
too sikeet cake, filled with bits
of candied fruit shaped like sand
molded by a child’s pail.

’1111.15 (Ill
In the Theta Chi Dream Girl
Contest, the following girls are
still in the running: Kappa Kappa
Gamma’s Jan Johnson and Carol
Ann Atkins; Kappa Alpha Theta’s
Clareen Sasse, Nancy Free and
Peggy Stannar; Gamma Phi Beta’s
Site MacGregor; Delta Gamma’s
Wendy Bouret, Ann Murdock and
Marilyn Herrick; Alpha Chi Omega’s Ann I3enstein and Barbara
Jellett; Chi Omega’s Suzanne
Reed, Mary Ann Fudge and Judy

THETA XI
Wednesday the Thetis Xi men
held a dinner function at the house
for the Cinderella candidates. Tonight at midnigh t, Cinderella
will be selected at the Cinderella
OMEGA
ALPHA TAU
Ball, to be held at Shadowbrook
The brothers of Alpha Tau Ome- Lodge, Capitola. The event is a
Chi
annual
their
ga are planning
formal occasion.
Omega-ATO Christmas Party to
Last night the Theta XI pledge
fraternity
be held Sunday at the
house. The party will feature a class participated in an exSanta Claus who will pass out change. with the Alpha Omicron
presents to underprivileged chil- PI pledges at the AOPII house.
Coffee and doughnuts were serdren.
Monday evening the brothers ved.
will have their annual Christmas
Thursday the Theta Xi men and
dinner and exchange of gifts.
the Delta Zeta women will join
for a caroling exchange. Monday
SIGMA CHI
Thursday is the day set aside the fraternity plans to stage a stag I
V-4
Ell, 1-11
for the Annual Sigma Chi Christ - Christmas party at the house.

A dish peculiar to Bergen is
called "pinnekkaitt," which is
’dried and fnalted mutton, steam boiled on a grate of birch sticks.
All dishes are washed down
with beer and aquasit, as in the
other Scandinavian countries.

FIRST TO MARRY
An old tale in Sweden says that
whichever child finds the almond
In his bowl of Christmas porridge
will be the first one married.
In Denmark, the Christmas
, feast is sure, to include roast goose
or pork with red cabbage, rice porridge (boiled in milk and served
with warm, sugared beer), and a
fish appetizer. Roast turkey also
is fast gaining ground because of
Anglo-American influence.
In England, no Christmas dinner would be complete without
roast turkey or other poultry
and all the trimmings. The meal
Is ended with plum pudding or
mince pie or both.
The Germans will tuck their
napkins in for the feast of roast
goose stuffed with meat, chestnuts, apples or raisins. Sometimes
cooked fish, specially carved, is
served.
STOLLEN YULE CAKE
German bakers go all out during the holiday season in turning
out special sweets. There is Christmas stollen, a heavy cake in bread
loaf form, heavily spiced with almonds, raisins, candied lemon and
orange peal.
Another German favorite is a
colorful ’cake in the form of a
log eir tree trunk, trimmed with
frosting to look like bark. The-re
are also fancy -shaped cookle/6,
biscuits and gingerbread.
The customary dish in Austria
is Danube River carp, fried in
bread crumbs and served with potato salad and white wine. The
meal is topped off with Vienna
pastry hidden under mounds of
whipped cream.

nuts Party for underprivileged
children. The Sweetheart candidates and the brothers will present gifts to the children.
The Sigma Chi men and their
dates will attend their Christmas
Dance, to be held at 13rookdale
Lodge tomorrow night.

Women
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SKI
EDITION
San Jose State
February 9, 10, 11
February 26, 27, 28
March 11, 12, 13

Ski Club Calendar
Tahoe Valley Lodr!r
Dodge Ridge
Soda Springs

1958 Ski Edition Social Register
A & M Auto

El Rancho Drive-in

Kathy Don

Art Martinez

Eur-Cal Travel

Land O’Grady

Aquacraft Boat Shop

Europe Summer Tour

Sahara Oil Companj

Balimas

Fairground Fairways

Lassen Park Ski Area
Lou’s

Bohannon’s

Freeman’s Ski Shop

Mademoiselle

Shanks

Sabuerlla’s
saka
Gardens
San Jose Radiator

Calloway’s Crystal Creamery Gay Theater

Mayfair

Spartan Book Store

Camille Florist

,..olden State

Mel Cotton

Spartan Parking

City -Center Motel

Gordon’s Department Store Mosher’s

Coast Radio

Gordon’s Sport Shop

olman’s

Mt. Shasta Ski Bowl

Cent

Stanford Book Shop
State Meat Market

Greta’s Flower Basket

101 Motel

Cope-McPheters

Grodins

Palo Alto Ski Club

Squire’s
Transcontinental Air Lir,’

Cortier’s Hollywood Studio

Hart’s

Paul’s Cycles

Towne Theater

Dodge Ridge Ski Resort

Herold’s

Rapports

Dr. Harold Haskell

Hoffman’s for Mn

U -Do -It Laundermat
Uncle John’s Pancake Fist

Dundee

House of Pizza

Rose Marie

Grodin’s Shoe Dept.

Ed’s Hole in the Wall

Irwin Cleaners

Rosenquist & King

Vaughan’s

Roos Ailin%

Make Your Space Reservation Now

Sell them in the SKI EDITION of tthe Spartan Daily!

